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Abstract

Several projects in the operating systems research community suggest a trend of convergence among features once divided between operating systems and languages. We describe how partial evaluation and transformational programming systems apply to this trend by providing a general framework for application support, from compilation to run-time services. We contend that the community will no longer think of implementing a static collection of services and calling it an operating system; instead, this general framework will allow applications to be flexibly configured, and the “operating system” will simply be the application support that is supplied at run-time.

1 Introduction

In ten or fifteen years, we bet, this workshop will become the “Workshop on Hot Topics in Run-Time Application Support.” As a community, we used to define an operating system as “hardware abstraction and resource management” [SS94, Tan87]. It is the authors’ opinion that there are a continuum of tools that provide application support, from compiler to thread scheduler, and that the choice of parts to be in the run-time “operating system” should be made by the application or the user, not by the operating system designer. What we now call the operating system is merely the run-time aspect of the entire application support system.

In the conventional programming model, a program is specified as source code. A compiler evaluates that specification as much as possible statically, and produces an executable image that depends on run-time services from the operating system to provide the dynamic features used in the program. Conventional operating systems provide protection, concurrency, hardware abstraction, and simple communication primitives. Conventional languages provide much richer abstraction and communication, but no concurrency, and protection not against adversaries but only against the programmer shooting his own foot.

However, modern operating systems are offering features once most associated with languages, and modern languages are providing features once left to the operating system. We conjecture that the boundary between operating systems and languages is fracturing, and that the term “operating system” is gradually losing any useful, precise definition. The operating system and language domains are converging because the existing boundary between them is only artificial.

In this paper, we first provide evidence of the convergence of operating systems and languages. Then, in Section 3, we discuss a model of compilation based on partial evaluation and transformation that allows applications to compile in assumptions early for better performance, or to defer implementation decisions to allow run-time flexibility. In Section 4, we propose extending the model into the operating system domain, and describe how the extended model sub-
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sumes the ad-hoc systems described in Section 2. Finally, we mention some problems with our approach, and draw conclusions about how it will apply to the operating systems research community.

2 The convergence of operating systems and languages

In this section, we will examine six ways in which languages are looking more like operating systems, and operating systems are looking more like languages.

2.1 Threads of execution

Applications have increasing needs for internal concurrency, to provide multiple client support in a server, or to implement a user-interface with fast response time. This is evidenced by the wide number of threads packages available for traditional languages, and the introduction of threads directly into language cores, such as in Java [Fla97].

Operating systems, on the other hand, are finding ways to provide application-specific control over scheduling, such as the inheritance scheduling scheme used in Fluke [FS96, FHL+96]. On a parallel machine, an application may be able to completely monopolize several nodes. To exploit this, some parallel operating systems are implemented as application-level library frameworks [MCK91].

2.2 Protection and context switching

Applications are also demanding greater internal protection. Many applications allow macros, plug-ins, or downloaded content. Some, such as Adobe Photoshop or Macromedia FreeHand, have ad-hoc binary extension (plug-in) interfaces. Microsoft’s Component Object Model is a generic mechanism for unprotected application extension [OHE96]. Other applications restrict extensions to a limited language environment; examples include Microsoft Word’s macros and Netscape Navigator’s JavaScript and Java.

An interpreter provides operating-system-like services for the application running inside it. For example, the Agent Tcl system implements protection and resource allocation in an interpreter to allow execution of foreign mobile agents [KGN+97].

Druschel et al. point out that programmers are currently forced to decide at development time which module interfaces to protect (by using context switches, an operating system service), and which to make efficient (by using function calls, a language service). They propose decoupling modularity from protection in their Lipto system by offering a cross-module call that, based on a run-time decision, is implemented either as a fast function call or a protected context switch [DPH92].

Protected Shared Libraries provide an intermediate level of protection between a full context switch and a function call, which allows a shared library to offer services whose implementations are protected from the main application [BTC97].

2.3 Services

Various services have typically been provided either in the operating system or a language library, as implementors have seen fit. In this section, we mention a few cases where services have crossed the “red line” as performance tradeoffs and implementation challenges have changed. For example, while persistence and replication are often implemented as features of a cluster-wide operating system [CLFL94, MWSK94], one can dynamically insert services such as persistence or replication into CORBA objects, using a mechanism not unlike binary rewriting [MCD95].

Conventional operating systems typically provide persistence service in the form of a file system accessible by function calls from the language level. However, languages that offer persistence as a first-class feature (orthogonal persistence [MH96]) can make some applications much easier to implement [MCKM96, Jor96, PAD+97]. Unfortunately, orthogonal persistence maps clumsily to a conventional file system, so sometimes orthogonal persistence is provided directly via the operating system [How98, Lie93, DdBF+94].

Sometimes library-like features, such as graphical user-interface components and sound processing services, are packaged into the operating system. Commercial desktop operating systems such as MacOS and Windows NT are notable examples. While Unix provides examples of how to provide such features at user-level, performance concerns motivate operating-system-level implementations.

2.4 Extensibility

Application-specific extensibility is a significant trend in operating systems research. Applications supply kernel extensions to replace inappropriate or inefficient default services. The VINO extensible operating system protects its kernel from errant extensions using software fault isolation [SESS96]. The SPIN kernel relies on language type safety to protect itself from misbehaved extensions [BCE+95, BSP+95, PB96]. The Exokernel achieves exten-
sibility by pushing most services out of the kernel into user level, where applications simply replace default library implementations with their own [EK95, MK97, KEG+97].

The drive toward extensible operating systems can be viewed as trying to make the operating system as flexible as a language/library environment. Features that were once “run-time constants,” decided at kernel compilation time, become run-time variable, with alternate values or implementations supplied at run time.

2.5 Profiling and specialization

Many profiling and tracing systems rewrite binaries to insert code, a task that requires clever tricks to fix up addresses that have already been wired down as constant [LS95, SE94].

Seltzer and Small have proposed a profiling and adaptation system for VINO that can simulate policy changes inside the kernel, and install those deemed effective [SS97]. In the Morph system, an operating system extension profiles a running application, then a language-domain code layout tool rewrites the application binary to optimize instruction cache and branch prediction performance [ZWG+97].

Self is a pure, dynamically-typed object-oriented language that requires an aggressive implementation to run efficiently. The run-time environment includes dynamic profiling, specialization, and compilation to discover and exploit any quasi-static features of the code in the system, while maintaining the illusion that the system is dynamically typed. The result is a system with the convenience and functionality of an interpreter, but the speed of a compiled language [HU94, CU91, Höl93].

‘C is an extension to C that includes syntax for dynamic code generation. Its compiler tcc generates code optimized with respect to run-time constants [EHK96, PEK97]. Consel and Noël demonstrate a general system for efficient run-time specialization in C [CN96].

A hot topic in operating systems is the dynamic specialization of code to optimize performance for current conditions. For example, the Synthesis kernel and its successor Synthetix perform run-time specialization of operating system services for efficiency. Specialization occurs when the system knows that certain variables in a function will, for a certain time, remain constant; this condition is called a quasi-invariant. The system recompiles the function, exploiting the new static information at compile time to save run-time instructions. The specialized function is discarded when the quasi-invariant becomes false.

An example of the use of specialization in Synthetix is a specialized read() function with no concurrency checks for use with files opened exclusively for reading [Mas92, CAK+96, CBK+96, VCMC97, CBK+96].

Franz has also proposed making run-time code generation a central operating system service. In his system, mostly-compiled code is compiled just-in-time when an application is launched, then recompiled for optimization as the program runs [Fra97a].

3 Partial evaluation and transformational programming

In the previous section, we examined evidence that features once provided by languages are being offered by operating systems, and vice-versa. In this section, we look at some systems that attempt to unify the compiler tool chain.

Franz points out that compiling, linking, and loading are aspects of a single problem, and that by compiling to the right machine-independent representation, one can avoid the “fix-up” steps usually associated with dynamic linking [Fra97b]. In fact, observe that in a traditional C tool chain, preprocessing, compiling, linking, and loading tools each manipulate special-purpose file formats, so that the same tools cannot be used to perform similar operations on code at different stages of compilation.

A deeper observation is that at each stage of compilation, each tool does the same basic job, that of partial evaluation: it replaces symbols with values where values are known (constant), and leaves the other symbols (still variable) alone. Some steps include an optimization pass, where the discovery of symbols with constant value leads to the simplification of sections of code. Continuing with our example of the C tool chain, the preprocessor replaces known text strings with macro values, and the compiler replaces known constructs (such as loops and arithmetic) with static code fragments. The static linker replaces references to known functions with the address of the function in the linked executable. The dynamic linker does the same job at run time.

Jones describes beautifully how the simple, central concept of partial evaluation allows one to write abstract, pure code, while still generating efficient executables. Partially evaluating an interpreter with respect to a program results in a compiled version of the program, eliminating the usual interpreter run-time overhead, and allowing the programmer to create efficient code without creating a compiler [Jon96].

Partial evaluation is the guiding concept; transformational systems are a general way to implement spe-
cific evaluations. In transformational systems, programs are transformed from abstract, formal representations into efficient executables by repeatedly applying transformations from a collection of rules. Each transformation preserves the correctness of the program while making it more concrete by introducing some implementation decision while rejecting alternative implementations. Some driver directs the application of transformations until the program is completely concrete; that is, executable. Boyle gives a nice introduction to transformational systems, in the context of his TAMPR driver [Boy89]. In CIP-S, a human being is the driver, interactively selecting and applying transformations [Vul94].

Metaprogramming is a form of transformational system, wherein transformations are specified as imperative programs rather than declarative rewrite rules. TXL, or tree transformation language, lets one express transformations as “by-example” modifications to source text in the native language of the program being transformed [CS92]. In intentional programming, transformations are automatically matched against the target program’s structure, and exhaustively applied until no transformation’s precondition occurs in the program [Sim96, ADK+97].

4 Extending partial evaluation into the kernel

In conventional systems, and to our knowledge in most transformational programming systems, the process of partial evaluation stops once it produces a binary executable. Systems like Synthetix may provide specialized implementations of operating system functions behind the kernel “red line;” extensible systems like VINO and SPIN allow applications to supply such replacements at run-time. But observe two facts: (1) The partial evaluation does not affect the application-kernel interface, and (2) at each stage (including inside the kernel of specializing and extensible kernels), the mechanism and interface to partial evaluation is different and ad-hoc.

We propose to extend the concept behind transformational programming systems to subsume operating system functionality. The artificial boundary we mentioned in Section 1 is the application binary interface (ABI): compilers create binary executables, operating systems load and run those executables. As we mentioned above, transformational systems allow fragments of code to be partially evaluated, either sooner (for performance) or later (for flexibility). This flexibility would be useful even beyond the creation of application binaries, into the realm of tasks we refer to as the operating system software. The ultimate goal of partial evaluation is not a binary file, but a complete computation.

In the following sections, we examine how partial evaluation applies to each of the examples we listed in Section 2.

4.1 Threads of execution

An application programmer could specify the threads of an application in an abstract manner, expressing as much concurrency as she finds appropriate. The actual decision as to whether the threads share an address space, protection domain, or even a node, could be deferred until late in the compilation process. A high-performance web server might resolve the thread abstraction with a transformational module that places all the threads into supervisor mode inside the kernel; on a multi-user machine the same code might be compiled to run each thread in a separate hardware context.

4.2 Protection and context switching

Each choice in the smorgasbord of current protection schemes makes a tradeoff between performance and safety. Instead of designing the protection scheme into each plug-in interface, imagine if plug-in software could be compiled by transformational units to meet an appropriate interface. Trusted plug-ins (shipped with an application, or signed by a trusted signature) would be compiled to fast binary code. Untrusted plug-ins would be compiled to a verifiable language, or have fault isolation checks inserted. We apply the general technique of program transformation to decouple modularity from protection.

4.3 Services

Our examples of inserting services such as persistence and replication into object implementations included one solution that works by rewriting the binary code of methods and others that work by making persistent or replicated the entire environment that objects run inside. In a transformational system, we would expect to see similar approaches, but defined in a more general way, perhaps with better source-language or operating-system portability.

The user interface example concerned whether to put user interface components into the operating system kernel for performance. In a transformational system, that decision (like other protection decisions)
can be deferred to system configuration time. Embedded systems or single-user systems might load the user interface alongside other supervisor mode services for speed (saving some context switching); a multiuser system would package it in its own protection domain as is done with the X Windows server.

4.4 Extensibility

Extensibility is a natural consequence of partial evaluation. The programs that serve as the “operating system” in our hypothetical system are programs like any other, and can thus defer certain operations (including linking in code) to run time. Extensibility is expressed by linking new code into parts of the operating system at run time. Safety, or protection, would work as we described above: depending on the system, or perhaps even mixed in a single system, extensions would be subject to a pass through a code verifier, a software fault isolator, or perhaps no check at all.

4.5 Profiling and specialization

The opposite of extensibility is specialization. When a code path is specialized, it is no longer as general and flexible as before, but now has fewer tests and branches, and so executes faster. Specialization is partial evaluation working in the other direction from extensibility. If the transformation system is still available to operating system code at run time, it can be used to recompile a code fragment, treating some variables as quasi-invariants. As in SPIN or Synthetix, guards would still need to be installed to detect when the assumptions used in the specialization fail; perhaps related transformational modules would be able to automatically generate guard code.

In summary, by introducing the general concept of partial evaluation, several ad-hoc systems can be subsumed by a single transformational approach that allows implementation decisions to be made sooner for performance or deferred for flexibility. The conventional tool chain partitions various services (syntactic parsing, variable allocation, collection of code into reusable libraries, persistence, scheduling) into specific tools (compiler, linker, operating system), which sacrifices flexibility: when a given step is performed, it is performed exactly once for the entire application. In our proposal, partial evaluation extends into the operating system, so that tradeoffs between performance and flexibility can be made at all levels without requiring the introduction of ad-hoc interfaces and implementations.

5 Objections

We usually assume that operating systems should be language independent, so they can run a variety of applications, but the system we describe seems to be an integrated system, from language all the way through to run time kernel. In fact, the only central element is the transformation driver or partial evaluator. Programs and transformations can be expressed in a single “wide-spectrum language,” in a general abstract syntax tree form, or in a series of intermediate syntaxes. One can still use multiple parser transformations to implement various source languages.

Another concern is the visibility of concrete semantics at the source code level. In our discussion of thread and protection issues, we suggested that code might express as much concurrency as the programmer finds appropriate, with thread and protection domain decisions deferred. The (potential) presence of a protection domain or address space boundary, however, means that the programmer cannot assume that two threads can access the same object in shared memory. Formal languages can hide reference versus copy semantics and other concrete semantics from the programmer. As Boyle describes, the ultimate goal is to express the desired computation in a purely abstract, formal way; then to introduce all implementation decisions (such as the use of references versus copies) as applications of transformations [Boy89].

6 Conclusion

The community used to define the operating system by what was in it: “hardware abstraction and resource management.” However, we argue that what comprises an operating system is only “that application support that is provided at run time.” In Section 3, we described the partial evaluation model, in which the concept of “compile time” vs. “run time” is extended to a continuum between static and dynamic evaluation; and in Section 4, we extended that model beyond the application binary interface into the realm of traditional operating system functions. Such an extended model would allow services to migrate freely between the “operating system” (run-time environment) and “language” (compile-time environment).

We argue that the boundary between operating systems and languages is fracturing because it is artificial, and that the term “operating system” is gradually losing any useful, precise definition. Current systems break through the artificial boundary by creating ad-hoc mechanisms to introduce flexibility or performance where it was previously unavailable. We
posit that a partial evaluation system captures and manifests the continuum from language to operating system in a general way. Systems based on transformational programming will subsume both extensible and specializing operating-system designs.
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